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Metal Part 10 - Size

So on that note, I'd like to take you on a tour ... save your money for other toys. Obvi- ..... Next month, like it or not, we're going to attack this final topic in earnest! 
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Build Your Skills



When I was starting out, this metalwork stuff seemed pretty straightforward, and I could tell when I made a mistake. What made it tough was that I was altogether unsure when a mistake was ugly enough to warrant a remedy. How bad is bad enough that it needs fi xing, rather than just leaving it alone?



Learning to Judge Mistakes We as new builders just don’t know where to draw that line at first, and I think most of us tend to be overly conservative in this area. This is a good thing in general, but over time most of us end up learning the hard way that sometimes when you try to fi x something, it’s easy to make it worse. I’m not suggesting that you should tolerate a high degree of imperfection, but there are often times when small booboos have no impact structurally, and they are best left alone—lest you cascade into a series of worsening problems as a result of your attempt to make it better. I can’t teach you where to draw the line, which is highly subjective anyway. The best advice I could give you is to join EAA and take advantage of its Technical Counselor program. Tech counselors are there to help in numerous ways—one of which is helping builders relax a bit dur-



Metal Part 10 Humans make mistakes, even humans building airplanes. Here’s how to fix them!



I



BY DAN CHECKOWAY



can’t believe I just did that.” If you haven’t said those very words to yourself, perhaps accompanied by a mouthful of sailor-worthy expletives, you aren’t an airplane builder yet. Even the builders who win awards at Oshkosh make their fair share of mistakes. It happens, and—trust me—it will happen to you. Consider it a rite of passage. Which is more satisfying—knowing how to do something right, or knowing how to fi x the things you do wrong? I would actually argue that the latter is more valuable knowledge in an airplane building shop.



Photos: Marc Cook



Can you tell which of these rivets is an “oops rivet”? (Answer: It’s the second flush rivet from the left. Were you right?)
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BYS Metal Part 10 continued ing that early phase, in which every tiny mistake equates to a show stopper. You will eventually learn where you personally draw the line. It’s not a lowering of standards per se, but we do relax to some extent as we learn more. First and foremost, build it to be safe, and obviously don’t leave an imperfection alone if you have any doubts about it. So on that note, I’d like to take you on a tour of some of the most common mistakes builders make—and how to fi x them without making things worse.



Out With the Old... In previous installments we pretty well covered a slew of gotchas that pop up as a result of poor riveting technique. I won’t waste any more words on that stuff. Let’s just assume for the sake of argument you’ve done some less-thanperfect riveting, and your tech counselor confirmed that indeed those rivets need to be drilled out and replaced. No sweat, but before you plunge your drill into the head of that first bum rivet, let’s take the time to study the field-proven science of drilling out rivets. First of all, what is the goal? Ideally, you want to be able to remove the bogus rivet from the part without altering, in any way, the hole itself or the material around it. If you were to take your drill and just go for it, I think you’d have a slim chance of accomplishing the goal.



Both universal-head and countersunk rivets give you an excellent starting point for drilling out: that dimple right in the middle of the head. Aren’t they thoughtful?



Once you’ve drilled through the head to the shank, but not through the skin material itself, you can use a punch to remove the head and press the bucktail back through the work.



Start drilling the head of the rivet by hand, taking your time and watching for the tiny slivers of aluminum to come up from the head.
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More likely is that you will enlarge or elongate the hole in the process. Consider this... if you use your #30 drill bit to drill a rivet out of a #30 hole, are you talented enough to get that drill bit perfectly centered and not so much as scrape the sides of the hole? I seriously doubt it—and I’m not knocking your fine skills. So what’s the secret to extracting those rivets while leaving the holes unscathed? As you may have predicted, one way to do it is to buy a special tool for the job. Various aircraft tool vendors sell rivet removal tools, which are essentially just specialized jigs that make it easy to center the drill over the rivet and thus the hole. To be honest, I’ve www.kitplanes.com
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never even used one! I assume they work as advertised, but in my opinion you can save your money for other toys. Obviously there’s no such thing as having too many tools, but the old school approach to extracting rivets works just fine. As you may recall, when we discussed rivet identification we noted that the AD rivets we commonly use will always have a little dimple mark in the head—indicating that the rivet’s major alloy is copper. This physical trait is a gift from the rivet alloy gods, because it’s as if somebody took a center punch to the rivet with CNC accuracy. What better way to center a drill on a rivet than a pre-made center mark?
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Hey, That Sounds Easy! Despite this aid, we’re not quite there yet. It’s not as trivial as just drilling right through the center of the rivet. You might luck out if you do that, but unless you nail it exactly square to the work, there’s going to be some slight enlargement or elongation of the hole. It can be avoided with a little diligence.
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Here is what the rivet hole should look like if you’ve done the extraction well. It will be the same shape and size as before the rivet was ever driven.



First of all, I highly recommend using an undersized drill bit. If you used a #40 to drill the hole, use a 3/32-inch bit when drilling out the rivet. If you used a #30 on the hole, go with an 1/8-inch for the rivet. By going smaller, you buy yourself a few valuable thousandths of an inch to help ensure that the hole won’t be altered if you accidentally drill in too far.
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BYS Metal Part 10 continued Using a sharp bit, center the drill in that little dimple in the rivet head, and spin the drill using only your fingers. If you apply firm pressure with the drill against the rivet and use a sharp bit, you won’t even need to spin the motor up to speed. Just keep the drill square, and drill into the rivet head—but go only as deep as the rivet head. You’ll see two little “spirals” of aluminum feeding out of the bit as it cuts into the rivet. Once you’ve drilled to a depth about the height of the rivet head, take a pin punch and pry the rivet head right off. Use a 3/32-inch pin punch for a 3/32-inch rivet, or a 1/8-inch pin punch for 1/8-inch rivets. Seems pretty straightforward, huh? If you can’t get enough leverage with the punch, drill in a bit further, but only deep enough to get that leverage. The rivet head should break off pretty easily if you get the depth right. This technique of prying the rivet head off with a punch applies to both flush and universal head rivets. The concept is exactly the same either way.



And here’s what happens when you don’t drill deep enough into the rivet head before trying to pry it off. Ugly, isn’t it?



The Shank, My Friend What you’ll be staring at once the head is gone is the rivet shank in the hole, nicely exposed. Now you’re left with a choice. The easiest next step is to take the pin punch and just hammer the rivet shank The process is the same for universal-head rivets, but you get a lot more meat to play with.



Bad, good, bad: If you continue to drill through the material to remove the rivet, you will almost certainly enlarge or elongate the hole. Your best choice now is to drive an oops rivet. 58
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right out of the hole. It will fall out the back, shank, bucktail and all. I say you have a choice, because if you’re dealing with thin material, particularly a thin flange on the back side, pounding on the shank could easily bend the flange away inadvertently—and it may be impossible to bend it all the way back into place. So either back the flange up (i.e. with a wood block) as you punch the rivet out, or go with Plan B—which is to continue drilling the rivet out with that undersized (3/32-inch or 1/8 -inch) drill bit. Do your absolute best to keep the bit centered and square. Once the rivet is out of the hole, check the condition of the hole. If you did it right, it should look exactly like it did in the first place, before the rivet went in. This is what we’re trying to achieve. Sometimes, however, it doesn’t go as planned. Maybe you got a little sloppy when you drilled into the rivet head, you used a dull bit that wandered a little, you drilled at an angle and went too deep—perhaps all the way through. What you’ll see is that www.kitplanes.com



the hole now looks elongated—like an oval rather than a circle. Or maybe it’s still circular, but when you put the new rivet in, the rivet kind of swims in the hole. If you try to set the same size rivet in an elongated hole, the rivet will probably tip over. Or if the hole is badly enlarged, more of the rivet will be consumed as the rivet swells to fill the hole, leaving a shop head that will probably be too short. Use a longer rivet, and it’s probably going to tip over. If you go with the same size rivet in a botched hole, you’ll most likely be faced with having to drill it out again! Who’s to say you won’t make the same mistake the second time you drill it out, making the condition of that poor hole even worse? At this point we’re treading in territory I mentioned earlier—often the best course of action is no action at all. Popular aircraft kit manufacturers generally build huge margins for error into their designs. One single rivet whose shop head doesn’t quite conform to the MilSpec is most likely not going to down the plane. I’m typically a proponent of leaving a bad rivet alone, especially if it’s just one in several hundred.



No Rivet Left Behind But let’s proceed with this hypothetical situation of bad-gone-worse, because many new builders are pretty stubborn
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BYS Metal Part 10 continued about not just letting a single bad rivet go untouched. They’ll learn eventually. For now, let’s talk about how to dig yourself out of the proverbial hole. So you’re staring at this ugly hole, enlarged and elongated, and you know you can’t just pop the same rivet in there and be done with it. What to do? The most logical solution is to step it up one size. If the hole was #40 for a 3/32-inch rivet, drill it out to #30 for an 1/8-inch rivet. If it was #30, drill it out to #21 for a 5/32-inch rivet. And so on...though in all likelihood you’ll be dealing with a #40 or #30 hole to begin with. Don’t forget to deburr the hole after you drill it out. If it’s a universal-head rivet you’re dealing with, the prognosis is pretty straightforward. Pop the next larger diameter rivet in there, squeeze it or shoot/buck it, or whatever method presents minimal challenge. If it’s a flush-head rivet you just drilled out, however, you have a dimple or countersink to contend with. Incrementing the rivet size means you would also need to form a deeper dimple or countersink. After all, the head of an AN426AD4x won’t fit in the dimple for an AN426AD3-x. But before you break out the 1/8-inch pop rivet dimple dies or the microstop countersink, there’s a wonderful alternative that you should be aware of. At this point it’s time to punctuate your mistake by uttering a word that every builder eventually adds to his or her vocabulary: OOPS! Believe it or not, it’s a technical term in this case. I’m referring to “oops rivets,” which is shop lingo for NAS1097 rivets. The reason they were given that name is because they do so well at hiding mistakes. The beauty of the NAS1097 flush-head rivet is that it has a reducedsize head. For example, an NAS1097AD4-4 rivet has an 1/8-inch shank but its head is the same size as a regular 3/32-inch AN426 And the after effects: The rivet on the right has been carerivet. 1/8-inch shank with a fully squeezed, like a tiny marshmallow man. Use care and head like a 3/32-inch rivet... discard any homemade oops rivets that are wavy or tipped. perfect! What this means is that once you’ve drilled your #40 hole out to #30, you can slap an NAS1097AD4-4 rivet in that hole without needing to make the dimple any deeper. These oops rivets are truly the saving grace for common mistakes, because they are all but impossible to detect cosmetically. The smaller head blends right in with all of the other rivets. (I’d like to stray from the topic for just a moment to highlight another fantastic application for the NAS1097 rivet. Let’s say you need to install nutplates in thin material, say .025-inch thick or so. Most nutplates are not dimpled, so you’re generally faced with having to countersink the material for the rivets that hold the nutplate in place. In order to countersink the material deep enough for an AN426AD3-3.5 rivet, the countersink would bottom out, reducing the material that the rivet can grip. Instead, you can use NAS1097AD3-3.5 rivets, which still has a 3/32-inch shank but can use a considerably shallower countersink—because it has a reduced-size head. So you get to use the non-countersunk nutplate but the head of the rivet will remain fully flush, important if it is, say, around the cowling flange, where flushness is a must. In any case, the oops rivet has much more utility than just resolving oops scenarios.) www.kitplanes.com
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BIPLANE BOOT CAMP You can make your own oops rivets by partly squeezing a rivet that’s ostensibly too long for the material it has to grip, with the intention of expanding the shank to the size that will fill the new hole. Easy does it, though.



Back to fi xing mistakes... If you accidentally enlarge a hole but don’t happen to have any oops rivets handy, and for whatever reason you can’t step up to the next larger diameter rivet, it’s possible to make your own oops rivets. Take a rivet with the same size shank as the original rivet, but one size longer. Place it in your hand squeezer and just barely give it a squeeze—just enough to cause it to swell a bit. It’s difficult to do without tipping the shank, but if you’re careful you can indeed make your own swollen rivets that will fit in an enlarged hole.



Don’t Worry, They’ll Make More If these repair methods fail for some reason, or if you find yourself making a bad thing worse, there is a surefire solution—buy a new part! Most kit manufacturers sell individual kit components and they are probably cheaper than you might think. For example, the rib from an RV-7 horizontal stabilizer only costs about nine bucks. Is it worthwhile hacking an already beaten-up part when the alternative costs so little? Sometimes, a few bucks and needing to wait for new parts to arrive is the price of a lesson learned. Most simple mistakes can be remedied, but occasionally the best solution is to start over. Know when to say when. I’m obligated to reiterate: build it safe! At this point we can pretty much wrap up with our discussion of sheetmetal techniques. Edge prep, fluting, flanging, layout, drilling, deburring, dimpling, riveting, fi xing—we’ve covered it all and then some. If you’ve been following this series from the beginning, hopefully you now have a fairly extensive foundation on which to build your own skills and knowledge. You will undoubtedly hit speed bumps from time to time, but now you have some clues as to how to recover and move forward. That said, we’re not quite done with this series. In case you haven’t noticed, I haven’t mentioned a single word about the often taboo topic of corrosion protection. Dare I even say the “P” word? Next month, like it or not, we’re going to attack this final topic in earnest! 



For homebuilders, the piloting gold standard may very well be mastering a Pitts. An Arizona instructor runs a unique program that he says can turn any tailwheel pilot into a Pitts pilot in just 8-10 hours. Our man Wischmeyer gave it a try.



HEADSET BUYER’S GUIDE: ECONOMY MODELS Over the next few months, we’ll wring out a bunch of the common headsets on the market to help you decide which one’s right for you. In Part 1, we’ll take a look at economy headsets—those you can grab for $200 or less.



DO YOU NEED A TSO? For builders and pilots of homebuilt aircraft, the question of whether you need a TSO for particular equipment often leads to a confusing answer. We’ll give you the straight stuff.



BUILD YOUR SKILLS METAL, PART 11 We’ve covered everything from basic riveting techniques to fixing common mistakes, and you should be just about ready to start tackling your metal project. Tune in for the series finale, where author Dan Checkoway considers methods of corrosion protection for metal parts.



PLUS... ENGINE BEAT WIND TUNNEL AERO ’LECTRICS
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